WHITEFISH LAKE TRIP SEPTEMBER 2022
Four members of the RACCC and one seasoned wiener (dog) set out to explore Whitefish Lake off the
Algonquin Park highway 60 corridor from September 21-25, 2022.
After making our way to the Rock Lake access point we loaded our blue and red canoes to hang a right
towards Whitefish Lake. After a paddle of about 2 hours we surveyed the three campsites on the lake,
two on an island, and one on the mainland. As the most spectacular site was occupied, we settled for
the island’s west-facing site rather than the small-darkish site near the old railway tracks.
After settling in we realized our chosen site would not only protect us from the north wind and its chill
but would provide lots of sunshine to keep us warm. We were very thankful every day that the northfacing island site was not available when the windchill picked up over the next two days. The remainder
of the day was spent setting up camp and getting to know each other.
On Thursday, we canoed toward Lake of Two Rivers in the windy weather with occasional light
intermittent drizzles/showers. Upon our return our fire and conversation kept us warm while the
temperatures dipped. We experienced a low of -1C that night reminding us to have extra socks on hand
before crawling into our sleeping bags again.
On Friday we were welcomed by sunny cool weather as we crossed the lake to the Algonquin Peoples’
annual gathering site, on the mainland just across from the island, where we observed ice formed in a
wheelbarrow. We walked from this site to the entrance of the Centennial Trail where we hiked to the
spectacular view of the Whitefish Lake including our island. We observed the autumn foliage, which was
beginning to show its spectacular colours.
On Saturday we had our warmest day when we canoed south to explore Rock Lake and to see its islands
and towering cliffs. A few indigenous pictographs were spotted on the cliffs. We continued until we
reached the portage to Pen Lake where we had our lunch.
On our way back to our campsite we came across a small motorboat with a golden retriever and a black
Labrador. Upon realizing that a potential playmate occupied the blue canoe the black lab leapt
overboard, into the water, and began to chase the blue canoe. The occupants of the blue canoe decided
it would be a clever idea to paddle faster so as not to have the enthusiastic lab tip the canoe. It was
certainly a new take on the scenario where a dog chases a car or bike that none in the party had ever
experienced or observed. The occupants of the red canoe took it all in, in slow motion, and we all
canoed out of range leaving the motorboat to collect the disappointed and very wet lab.
On Sunday, our last day, we decided to break camp at 06:30 am, when it was still dark, ahead of the
rainier weather. After takeout, we headed to the Visitor Centre, which had very nice displays of the
animals, plants and history of Algonquin Park, and then home.
Before departing we remarked that each day of our trip had different weather, and that the light
showers we experienced did not spoil the fun. We all had a wonderful quiet experience seeing almost no
one while on Whitefish Lake although Lisa happily realized that there is a strong cellular signal available
allowing her to do her daily wordle while in a hammock and share the results with her friend who
happened to be in a plane somewhere between Turkey and Kuwait. Sadly, the trip ended, but we were
all thankful for each other’s company and Xuan’s leadership in getting us there and back safely and
organizing our days.

Lisa in loaded blue canoe with Rock Lake access point in background.

Cal and Xuan leading the way into Whitefish Lake to find our campsite.

Lisa and Cal have something to eat on the west-facing rocks of our campsite.

Lisa and Tjandra (holding Bali the wiener) on the rail bridge at Lake of Two Rivers.

Cal, Xuan, Lisa and Bali at Lake of Two Rivers

Spectacular view from Centennial Trail of our island with the Algonquin Peoples’ annual gathering site at
the point on the right.

The lake was warm, and this created some interesting mist/fog on Saturday morning with the air being
cooler. View from the beach at our camp site.

Rock cliffs on Rock Lake.

Lisa, Cal and Xuan at the portage to Pen Lake enjoying the warm sunshine.

Bali who is glad not to end up in Rock Lake with a Lab or maybe she is thinking about her supper.

The view from the Visitor Centre observation deck.

